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Les sans pagEs is 

a community effort and an association for users who work on

issues related to women and gender issues

and more generally to diversity (territorial, cultural, linguistic,

generational, gender, attitudinal and ability, etc.)

within the French speaking wikimedia movement.



We seek to... (long version)We seek to... (long version)

1) reduce the gender gap by meeting, attracting and training
contributors who understand gender gap issues in Wikipedia
and create articles accordingly;

2) seek for more gender equity and make the Wikipedia community
more inclusive by meeting, attracting, training, and showing
appreciation to new contributors from all genders;

3) make the Wikimedia community more diverse and engaged by
promoting cross-project cooperation and synergy on gender
gap issues and encouraging participants to fnd resources and
support in the Wikimedian movement to facilitate scale-up.



Direct IRL impactDirect IRL impact

* 82 registered events

* 830 participants

* 641 new Wikipedia articles

* 7 locally active groups

* 20+ good media articles per year

* ...



Which sums up into specifics...Which sums up into specifics...

1) we deal with both content and participation gap

2) strong focus on face-to-face irl activities

3) in general gender approach rather than « women »

4) involved in the mouvement-wide drives (wikigap, art and feminism etc.)

5) work in partnership with like-minded groups (wlw, wikidonne, wir, noircir
wikipedia, etc.)

6) activist approach



1. 1. Conference on feminist
linguistics and how to deal

with gender neutral language
issues in French

4. 4. Mapping and documenting victims of
witchcraft accusations (violences to women)

3. 3. Advocating for a better visibility and description of some
notions and practices.

Eg : « Matrimoine » and « matrimoine culturel », legacies from
women (instead of the default « Patrimoine »). 5. 5. Adoption of a « gender biais » banner

2. 2. Collaboration LSP and
LGBT+ UserGroup
(Tunis, Marseille)



To discover more...To discover more...
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